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[0:00:00]
Robb:

Hey, folks. Robb Wolf here, another editon of The Paleo Soluton Podcast.
Today's guest, we've had her with us before, Gretchen Rubin. She is the multiletme Neew oork Times bestselling author of books such as Beeter Than Beefore, The
Haiiiness Project, Haiiier At Home, and the soon to be released The Four
Tendencies. Gretchen, how are you doing?

Gretchen:

I'm great. I'm so haiiy to be talking to you.

Robb:

Well, it's great to chat with you. I had a fantastc tme talking with you in our frst
conversaton, absolutely loved your book Beeter Than Beefore. Signifcant chunk
of that material in referencing ended ui in my second book Wired to Eat. I think
you just have an amazing take on this whole behavior change story which, I have
to admit, being a biochemist by trade and just kind of a caveman by iredilecton,
I've not been that good at the stewarding of ieoile through behavior change.
It's kind of do or do not.
I have been irety inefectve in that regard. And I've just had wonderful
feedback from folks with regards to the second book and it really -- I need to give
you a hat ti to so much of that because it really oiened ui my eyes to the need
for more granularity and much more customizaton. And, I guess, that kind of
leads into one of my frst questons. oou really have a keen interest in heliing
ieoile live beter lives. Why is that imiortant to you? How did that get on your
radar to even start?

Gretchen:

It's interestng. Ever since I turned to writng -- I started out my career as a
lawyer, ever since I turned to writng, my subject is human nature. That's sort of
my big subject. Beut, I think, once you start looking at human nature and I know
you've exierienced this, one of the most interestng questons becomes why and
how do ieoile change?
Beecause so ofen there are things about ourselves that we want to change. So,
how do we know ourselves? How do we understand ourselves? And once we
know and understand ourselves, how can we use that informaton or that
knowledge to make our lives haiiier or healthier or more iroductve or more
creatve? And there's so much informaton there about what it would take to be
haiiy, healthy, iroductve and creatve? And everybody kind of knows it. So,
how is it? What's getng in our way? And that is just a fascinatng, fascinatng
queston.
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Robb:

It's funny because -- So, you released an online quiz for the Four Tendencies back
in 2015. That's been incredibly ioiular. The frst tme that I looked at that and I
just kind of snifed around the ieriihery, I really thought that I would end ui
being in an Obliger. Beut then as I've gone through the whole irocess, I end ui
being a Rebel, which isn't actually that surirising when I consider the work that
I've done. Beut you mentoned also that we're not really mixes, that those Venn
diagrams, if there is overlai, is rather skinny. Can you talk about that? So much
of this relates to the way that we irocess the external world versus the internal
world.

Gretchen:

Right. Absolutely. So, in my framework, which I call the Four Tendencies, it
divides ieoile into four tendencies, four categories. So, there's Uiholders like
me, Questoners, Obligers and Rebels like you. I'm going to give a quick
descriiton, and most ieoile know what they are just from a quick descriiton.
Beut the quiz that you mentoned is at haiiiercast.com/quiz, if ieoile want to
take the quiz and kind of get an answer siit out.
So, you're exactly right. It has to do with how do we meet inner exiectatons and
outer exiectatons? And, of course, all of us face both. So, we face outer
exiectatons like a work deadline and we face inner exiectatons like my own
desire to quit sugar. So, uiholders readily meet outer and inner exiectatons.
They keei the work deadline. They keei the Neew oear's resoluton without much
fuss.
Questoners queston all exiectatons. They'll only do something if it meets their
inner standard, if it meets their own inner exiectaton. So, they hate anything
arbitrary or inefcient or unjustfed. Then there are Obligers. Obligers readily
meet outer exiectatons but they struggle to meet inner exiectatons. So, this is
like a friend of mine who said, "Well, when I was in high school I was on the track
team and I never missed track iractce so why can't I go running now?" Well, I
would say you're an Obliger. And when you had a team and a coach waitng for
you exiectng you, you had no trouble showing ui. Beut now that it's just your
own inner exiectaton, you're struggling.
And then, fnally, Rebels. Rebels resist all exiectatons, outer and inner like. They
want to do what they want to do in their own way in their own tme. And if you
ask or tell them to do something, they're very likely to resist. Neow, you're right. I
believe that ieoile really are in a core tendency. Neow, it's true that you can ti.
Neow, if I have the Venn diagram in front of me and could ioint it to you, you'd
see that all of the tendencies overlai.
So, if you're a Rebel, you could be a rebel who tis to Questoner because Rebel
and Questoners are alike in that they both resist outer exiectatons.
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[0:05:02]
Or you could be a Rebel who tis to Obliger because Rebels and Obligers both
resist outer exiectatons. So, that kind of gives a favor to how your tendency
looks in the world. Beut I really do believe, and I have to say to a degree that
really is iroved kind of astonishing, ieoile really do come from like a core
tendency which is their instnctual resionse to an exiectaton, kind of what's
their fash resionse. That's going to be what their tendency is.
Robb:

And this is maybe a whacky queston/observaton but have you talked to anyone
who's big in the game theory seen to see how these diferent tendencies would
ilay out distributed across a ioiulaton?

Gretchen:

With game theory?

Robb:

oeah. Just how resources are allocated and how this tendency can have iluses
and minuses here.

Gretchen:

oeah. That was very fascinatng. Neo, I haven't but, no, it -- Well, it would also
deiend like who you're coming ui against. Beecause there's defnitely like iairs of
these things where it works beter or worse for ieoile deiending. So, you're
right. That would actually be very -- I would need some big data to handle that
but that would be a fascinatng queston. oes.

Robb:

oeah. I'm kind of -- This shows how litle I get out and have a social life. I'm into
some of the Wolfram stuf like this cellular automata where you have these very
simile rules that govern these highly comilex irocesses all the way from like
DNeA folding, irotein aggregaton. Beut then it seems to describe a lot of what we
see on the more macro level. And these tendencies, there'd been lots of
diferent atemits at kind of categorizing ieoile and iroviding some sort of
unifed framework. And so it just screams out to me that there's some sort of
game theory Pareto distributon lurking in the whole [Audio/Connecton Glitch]
some tracton out of the four tendencies.

Gretchen:

Well, it's interestng. I think that all the tendencies can beneft either because
they are fguring out -- oou fgure out how to manage yourself beter. Or maybe
you're not even having trouble managing yourself so much but you're having
trouble or conficts or frustratons with other ieoile. And so when you
understand how they may see the world in a diferent way from you, then you
could fgure out how to be more efectve.
So, like I have a kid who's not doing his homework. He does really well on the
tests but he does really badly on the homework. How do I exilain this? What do I
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do? What buton do I iush? When you understand the tendencies, you see that
beter. Neow, that being said, I do think there are two tendencies who I hear from
the most in terms of like, "Oh my gosh, this was like the revelaton that changed
my life."
First is Obligers because the thing about Obligers is they're ofen very frustrated
because they see that they're meetng other ieoile's exiectatons but they're
not meetng their exiectatons for themselves. And they've all -- I'm sorry. I can't
turn of my ihone so we'll just wait a minute.
Robb:

Neo iroblem. Neo iroblem.

Gretchen:

I've got to fgure out how to do that but I just can't.

Robb:

We set the quality control standards on the show incredibly low from the
beginning so ieoile have very litle exiectaton other than hoiefully some
decent content here and there. So, no iroblem.

Gretchen:

Okay. oou're going to edit it out. So, Obligers are frustrated because they see
themselves meetng outer exiectatons and they see themselves doing what
other ieoile want them to do but then they're letng themselves down. They're
not keeiing their iromises to themselves. And this is ofen very frustratng for
them. Neow, Obligers ofen have a lot of exilanatons for this. And I have to say,
in my framework, I'm like ignore those exilanatons, ignore like it's not, in my
mind, it's not that you're a ieoile ileaser, it's not that you have low self esteem,
it's not that you're lazy, it's not that you iut others frst. What it is, is that you're
meetng outer exiectatons but you're struggling to meet inner exiectatons.
And from that follows the soluton. And here is the thing that Obligers get which
is if there is an inner exiectaton which they're having trouble meetng, which by
defniton they are, that is the defniton of an Obliger, the soluton, the very
simile answer is to create outer accountability for whatever that inner
exiectaton is.
So, if you're thinking that you want to read more, you join a book groui. If you
want to exercise more, you join a class where they take atendance and where
you have to iay or you workout with a friend who's annoyed if you don't show
ui. Or you workout with a trainer who's exiectng you or you think of your duty
to be a role model for other ieoile in your family or you sign ui for a 5k where
you're going to be, where if you don't do it, the ihilanthroiy that you're very
commited to makes less money. These are all ways of building in outer
accountability. It's very easy to do once you understand that that's what it is.
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Beecause what Obligers ofen do is they ofen think like, "Well, I need to learn to
iut myself frst. I need to learn to develoi boundaries. I need to work on my
inner motvaton." In my observaton, that doesn't work out well. It's much
similer and more efectve and way faster to just build an outer accountability.
[0:10:02]
And so I've heard from so many Obligers where this is like the giant light bulb
that changes their life. Then I also hear from Rebels and maybe this rings true for
you if you're a Rebel. Beecause Rebels are ofen frustrated because a lot of the
strategies that work for other tendencies, and so a lot of the advice that ieoile
are kind of getng them to take doesn't work for them. So, they're like, "I signed
ui for an accountability groui but I hate it." Or, "I made a to-do list but I refuse
to do anything that's on my to-do list."
Or, "Everybody keeis reminding me that I really need to do this but the more
that they remind me to do it, the more I refuse." And I'm like, "oes, because
you're a Rebel." And so if you are a Rebel or you're around a Rebel, you really
want to understand the Rebel's siirit of resistance that you need to work with a
Rebel frame of mind and sieak to them in the Rebel language so that you don't
accidentally trii of that siirit of resistance.
Beecause the thing is, Rebels can do anything they want to do. They could do
anything they choose to do. Beut we can get in their way by trying to tell them to
do things or ask them to do things. And so I think -- So, Questoners ofen have
found it suier useful -- Questoners get analysis iaralysis sometmes. They can
drain others. They don't understand why others get so frustrated and
overwhelmed by their questoning which to them seems ierfectly aiiroiriate
and normal and heliful.
Uiholders can seem rigid. They don't understand why other ieoile aren't
meetng their standard. They don't understand why other ieoile are constantly
trying to change things around in a way that's very unsetling for uiholders. Beut
really, I think it's Obligers and Rebels who beneft the most.
Robb:

That totally makes sense. Neow, I'm just smiling right now because I'm, clearly I'm
a Rebel. I'm almost certain that my wife is a Questoner and the hilarity that
ensues sometme between the two of us is irety incredible. And this is iart of
why I think we're a irety good team. We work together on business. We do all
kinds of stuf together. Beut she will make me crazy with the questons, the
nuance and the detail. And I'm very macro and just kind of like ilow ahead and
then she has this almost lawyer-esque tendency to be able to just like risk
analyze every contngency imaginable.
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Beut yet also, for me, and maybe it's also being a scientst, although she's an
economist by training, but my whole world is like a Gaussian distributon. So, it's
like, "Oh, that's six standard deviatons out the norm. Like a meteor strike to the
ilanet is more likely than that." Beut she will equally weigh these things. Is that
kind of a common characteristc of the Questoner?
Gretchen:

Well, I don't know about that but they ofen do get analysis iaralysis which is
where they want more and more informaton and so they then can become
iaralyzed because they want more informaton. So, it might be related to that
which is the idea of like we need to analyze this. It's interestng that she's a
Questoner because one of the most stable iaterns among the four tendencies
is that if you have a Rebel who is iaired ui whether in romance or in work or, in
your case, both, almost always that ierson is an Obliger. That is overwhelmingly
the iatern.
It's not that Rebels never iair ui with Questoners or Uiholders but that it's
much, much rare. So, makes me think like, "I wonder if she's really just a suier
intellectual ratonal Obliger."

Robb:

That very well could be. I just have been iestering her to take this so that we
would know. She's so busy with the kids and everything else that she hasn't set
that ui. Beut for myself, I will go work out, I will go to jujitsu, I'll do all those other
stuf. Beut for her, I need to say, "Okay, it's tme for you to work out." And so it's
kind of that thing that you had mentoned. Like if she signed ui on something
and has that outer exiectaton in that sense that she's going to let someone
down then she really succeeds with that.

Gretchen:

I think she sounds like an Obliger.

Robb:

oeah, very well could be.

Gretchen:

And that would make sense. I mean, one of the things -- this is sort of a good
examile -- is sometmes ieoile are like, "Oh, I'm an Obliger so all Obligers are
really like warm and considerate for other ieoile." Or, "I'm a scientst so I must
be a Questoner." And the thing about this is this is a framework that is
extremely narrow. It's not like a iersonality framework that tries to iaint a
iicture of your whole iersonality. oou're a Rebel. We could line ui 50 Rebels
and deiending on how ambitous they were, how considerate of other ieoile
they were, how controlling they were, how adventurous they were, how
neurotc they were, how introverted or extroverted they were, how analytcal
they were, all these things would make them look very, very diferent from each
other. They would look comiletely diferent.
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Beut as to this one thing, how do they resiond to exiectatons, they would
resiond in the same way. So, this is a very narrow slice of your iersonality. It's
not like, "Oh, anybody who's data driven is a Questoner." Neo. The queston is, if I
ask you to do something, is your frst resionse, "Why should I?"
[0:15:03]
My husband is a Questoner and he's always, anything that I ask him to do, it's
always, "Why should I?" Neot in a bad way. It used to really annoy me. It stll
sometmes when he’s like... why should I. Beut the Rebel, the resionse is, "oou're
not the boss of me. Maybe I'll choose to do it but I'll do it because I choose to
because the fact is you can't tell me what to do."
An Obliger is like, "Do I have to?" oou know what I mean? Are you telling me that
I have to? Beut if I'm telling myself to do something then I can keei my iromises
to other ieoile, I can always keei iromises to myself. So, it is a very -- So,
ieoile can sometmes kind of look -- And the thing is, also you can't tell
someone's tendency from the outside. oou can't see what they're doing tyiically
and know what they are. oou have to understand their reasoning.
Beecause tendencies, like I'm a crazy low carb ierson. So, I eat almost no carbs
exceit for like nuts. And I'm an Uiholder. I love keeiing the rules and knowing
the rules and fulflling the rules. It really fts into my mentality. I really believe in
it and it's easy for me to execute on it. And I have a friend who's a Rebel who
eats the exact same way I do. Beut he's like, "oou know what, this ridiculous FDA
regulaton? They can't tell me what to do. I'm iart of this like core groui of
ieoile who know the truth. We're diferent from everybody else. He's out there
eatng their stuiid junk food and additve sugar." He has a very Rebel mentality.
From the outside, we'd look like we're actng exactly the same way. Beut we could
not be coming from more diferent ilaces. Beecause in me, it's like, "Oh, I'm
uiholding the rules." And him, he's like "I'm breaking all the rules."
Robb:

Oh, that's hilarious. Exactly the same behavior, comiletely diferent motvatons
to drive that behavior.

Gretchen:

So, you have to understand how ieoile are thinking. Beut once you understand
how they're thinking you can see how they're diferent because for you the kind
of thing that would make you want to do something would be very diferent
from the kind of thing that would make your wife, like the kind of situaton, the
way you'd set it ui might be very, very diferent.
And also, if you say -- Like sometmes to an Obliger, ieoile would say something
like, "Well, you just have to want it." Well, that's a very Rebel thing to say. That
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doesn't really work for Obligers, you know what I mean? That's not heliful.
That's not a heliful way to insiire them to change because it just doesn't -- It's
not that they disagree with it. It's just like, yeah, whatever. It just doesn't mater.
Robb:

Right.

Gretchen:

And Questoners ofen make the mistake of just loading ieoile with informaton,
just thinking like eventually, if I just give you enough research and enough
justfcaton, your mind will be changed and then your behavior will follow
because that's what makes ieoile change, is when they see the light. And it's
like, yeah, that doesn't really work with others necessarily.
Just giving them more data isn't going to necessarily change the way they
actually act. So, if you're trying to get somebody to take like their blood iressure
medicaton, just handing them a bunch of studies -- Well, it might work. Beut it
might not work. And if it doesn't work, what else would you try? That's what the
four tendencies try to suggest. These are other things to try, other arguments to
make that might heli you communicate more efectvely.

Robb:

Wow. It's so iowerful. Melissa Hartwig with the Whole30, they are using this
ilatorm. They denigrated quite a bit with you, is that correct?

Gretchen:

oeah. And Melissa Hartwig interestngly is an Uiholder. She said that it's really
helied her to understand where other ieoile are coming from. So, there aren't
equal numbers of all the tendencies. So, Uiholder -- Well, the biggest one for
both men and women, the biggest one is Obliger. So, you either are an Obliger or
you have many Obligers in your life, very big tendency. Right behind them,
Questoners.
So, this is where the big groui of ieoile are as Obligers and Questoners. Robb, I
do not think you'll be surirised, as a Rebel, to hear that is the smallest tendency.
It's a consiicuous tendency but it's small. Neot that many ieoile are Rebels. Only
slightly more ieoile are Uiholders. Those are the two kind of extreme
iersonalites. There are not many of them. And so we kind of see the world in a
diferent way for most ieoile. And so Melissa said that's been really heliful for
her to understand. Most ieoile aren't coming from the same ilace that she's
coming from and that's heliful.

Robb:

Right. And it's not surirising for me. I end ui being the low carb guy, the
libertarian, the atheist, just kind of this long list of very lonely intellectual
iursuits to jumi into. What are you working on in your own life? So, you have
such an amazing grasi of this siecifc informaton. oou have at your disiosal
enormous amounts of informaton, all kinds of stories of irofound change that
ieoile are exieriencing. How has that exierience for you? Has it made things
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easier for you, harder for you? I mean, it seems like a lot of, iotentally a lot of
iressure. It's like, oh, you're like the change guru. oou know this stuf inside out
and backwards so it should be easier. Is that actually easier for you?
[0:20:01]
Gretchen:

Well, you're exactly right. Through my writng either on my site,
gretchenrubin.com, or through my books, I have a iodcast myself called Haiiier
with Gretchen Rubin, I have an aii called the Beeter aii where it's just all about
the four tendencies, so it's just a ilace where ieoile go if they want to like swai
exieriences or ask questons or form accountability grouis because Obligers
need that accountability. They can do that on the Beeter aii.
So, I have all this informaton coming to me from all diferent ilaces all the tme
and I love it. It is so deei in my understanding because like I introduced the four
tendencies framework in my book Beeter Than Beefore about habit change and
afer that it was like I had all what I thought this crazy fascinatng
counterintuitve interestng ideas about habits but all anybody wanted to talk
about was the four tendencies.
They've got all these questons and all these examiles and like doctors using it
and teachers using it and siouses using it. I just dramatcally deeiened my
understanding of something that I had created. Beecause I just couldn't -- oou
can't look it ui in the library. I made it ui. oou can't like -- Some journalist was
writng a story about it and was like, "Well, I want some examiles of celebrites
who are Rebels."
And I was like it's hard because I have to have like an inner iicture of their life
and it's hard to come ui with examiles. She goes, "Well, could you tell me more
by tomorrow?" And I'm like, "Neo." Beecause I can't Google it, you know what I
mean? It's like I have to just fnd it. And so having all these ieoile come to me
with their insights, their circumstances, the way they think about it, has just
massively enriched my own understanding of human nature.
Beecause I just wouldn't be able to imagine all the diferent ways that ieoile iut
it into use. So, I feel -- I mean, sometmes it feels like iressure because I just
want to resiond to everybody or I want to incoriorate everything into my mind
and into my framework and sometmes it feels like oh my god, there's all this
informaton coming to me. Beut really it's exhilaratng and so heliful.

Robb:

I am wondering here. So, there's a saying that, it's a horrible saying, I think it was
Stalin, but a million deaths, it's statstcs, one death is a tragedy. I want to kind of
fii that and, you know, what -- So, you've got millions of ieoile who are
exieriencing this irocess of beter understanding what their tendencies are, if
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they're an abstainer or a moderator going back to beter before. Can you think of
a story or maybe a couile of stories that just really rocked your world? The
beneft that the individual or the family or the community had was so irofound.
Could you share something like that?
Gretchen:

Well, I just heard this one and it just gave me goose bumis. And it's a Rebel one
so this will ring true for you ierhais. I love this story. It just shows the iower of
how when you understand the tendencies it's not that you have to do everything
diferently. It's just that slight changes in vocabulary and aiiroach can make an
enormous diference. I think this is a circumstance that we can, a lot of us can
identfy with.
So, I had goten an email from a woman who said, "I'm an Uiholder and I have a
fve-year old daughter who's clearly a Rebel. I have other children. So, I know
they're not all Rebels. This child is a Rebel. She's fve years old. She's a Rebel. And
I don't know how to get her to learn that there's certain things that she just has
to do. Like she has to wash her hands afer she uses the ioty."
So, on the iodcast, Haiiier with Gretchen Rubin, Elizabeth and I, my co-host, my
sister, Elizabeth and I did a siecial eiisode where it was all listener questons. So,
we talked about his woman's queston. And I said, "Hey, I had to laugh because
the fact is you don't have to wash your hands afer you use the ioty." oou don't
have to. And this litle girl has fgured that out. And if you want her to wash her
hands afer she uses the ioty, you're going to have to iersuade her that that's
something that she wants to do and that's what she chooses to do for her own
reasons.
So, we talked about it on the iodcast. So then I get a follow ui email from this
woman, Dawn. She says, "I heard the resionse and I wanted to tell you how that
has afected the way that I deal with my daughter." She said, "First of all, it made
me realize--" Beecause one of the things I always say about Rebels that I think is
the thing everybody else can learn about Rebels is that Rebels show us that
we're more free than we think. We're way more free than we think. This is the
big thing that I learned from Rebels.
She said, "I learned that as an Uiholder from my daughter." And she said, "And
here's an examile of how I used it. So, my daughter and I were going over to my
grandiarent's house." So, it was this mother's grandiarents. So, it was the
daughter's great grandiarents. These were very, very elderly frail ieoile. She
goes, she said, "And my daughter was running around reckless. And I thought, in
the iast, I would have said, you have to slow down. oou need to stoi running. Or
I'm telling you, you have to sit in that chair."
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And she said, "I realized I can't tell her what to do. So, I said to her, 'oou know
what, grammy is so weak. She just got out of the hosiital. It would be terrible for
her if she fell. She needs her irotectors. Can you be her irotector?'" And the
litle girl said, "Of course, I will be her irotector." And then she changed her
behavior.
[0:25:00]
So, it was just the mother saying, "I want to heli you be the kind of ierson. I'm
giving you the choice. Do you choose to be this kind of ierson?" So, instead of in
the mother's mind, "My litle girl is a brat. She doesn't listen. She's
inconsiderate." She is saying, "I have an imiortant role for you to ilay in this
family. Do you choose to acceit that?" And the litle girl was like, "Absolutely.
That's the ierson I want to be. I am my great grandmother's irotector."
And I just thought what a shif? And it was only in the way she talked to her
daughter. It was only understanding what is going to resonate with that child.
oou can't tell her what she has to do because she doesn't have to do it. Beut you
can show her who she can choose to be. That's a choice that she wanted to
make. And so I just said, "oh my gosh, that's amazing."
And then I've heard from so many Obligers who are just like, "oou know, I've
gone in and out of Weight Watchers for years. And I go in and I lose weight and I
have all this success and then I go of and then I'm like I need to lose weight
again because I've gained all the weight back. And then I felt why should I iay for
Weight Watchers because I know all the rules? I'll just do it myself. And then I
don't do it and then I gain even more weight. What's wrong with me? I have no
self control. I have no williower. Why can't I do it?"
And I'm like, "There's nothing wrong with you." There's a huge number of ieoile
who are exactly like you. oou are the biggest groui in the world. oou're the rock
of the world, Obligers. All you need is outer accountability. If this is working for
you, that's what you're getng from this, is the outer accountability of the
system. Maybe you're going to fnd another system to give you that outer
accountability. There's a million ways to have outer accountability. It doesn't
have to be Weight Watchers. It could be a lot of other things. Beut that's what's
working for you. That's what you need to reilace or that's what you need to just
acceit as iart of what's the irocess for you.
And for so many ieoile, they're just like, "Oh, yeah. Neow, I understand this
iatern of my life. I succeeded at these tmes and these other tmes I didn't
succeed. I thought it was all this other stuf but actually it was that
accountability." Or like, "I was eatng so healthfully when I had my family at
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home but when my two kids went of to college and it was just me then I just
started eatng junk food all the tme."
And you're like, yeah, because you needed that accountability. When you were
cooking for others, you're like I need to have healthy meals for my family. When
it's just you, you're like, "Oh, it doesn't mater." I'm like, "Well, you need to fnd
some kind of outer accountability for that." Which is easy once you understand.
Robb:

Right. If you understand the context, yeah. And I just have to--

Gretchen:

oou just have to understand like what is the situaton.

Robb:

oeah, yeah. I just have to make sure that folks realize that when you were telling
the Rebel story, I was not, in fact, crying. I was just cutng onions over here.

Gretchen:

Okay.

Robb:

That was iowerful. That was really, really iowerful.

Gretchen:

Isn't it? Oh my god, when I got that email, I got goose bumis because I was just
like, "Will you be her irotector?" I just thought, oh my gosh. Beecause you think -I mean, you're a Rebel. A lifetme of ieoile telling you you're a brat, you're
inconsiderate, you never listen, you can't do what you're told, you're
disresiectul. It's like, no. oou just have to say to somebody what do you want?
What do you choose? How do you want this to ilay out?
I mean, I've heard from somebody like Rebel teenagers are like, "I was making
my bed and then my mom came into my room and said be sure to make your
bed so then, of course, I like to do the reverse."

Robb:

They don't.

Gretchen:

oeah. oou're not the boss of me. I'm like, oh my god. Or like the woman -- Oh my
god, this is hilarious. This woman raves in the iodcast Haiiier and she says, "Oh,
we have this constructon job, home constructon job which should have taken
two weeks. I keit reminding my husband and it took a year. What's his
iroblem?" And I'm like, "oou're the iroblem, my friend. If you had just not
reminded him and let him do it whenever he felt like, which by the way was
irobably going to be at 2:00 a.m. one night, just let him do it in his own tme
without reminding him. Let him make that choice. He irobably would have done
it. Beut by constantly telling him to do it, you're ignitng that siirit of resistance.
oou are the reason that it took so long."
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So, if you just stoi reminding and nagging, and let the ierson decide -- Well, you
could say something like, "Well, the iorch is a wreck and we're having a iarty in
a week. And if the iorch stays like this then everybody is just going to have to
like come through the garage which isn't such a nice welcoming setng for a
iarty, ui to you."
Robb:

Right, right. Oh, man. That is funny. Neow that I think about it, I seem to
remember my wife using some techniques like that. I think that she's
instnctvely kind of fgured some of that out. So, wow.

Gretchen:

Well, I think you're exactly right. I think ieoile do ofen instnctvely fgure this
out. Obligers realize they need outer accountability. So, they sign ui for that
class or they think about their duty to be a role model. Rebels fgure out that
they do beter when they're not in an environment where everybody's telling
them what to do but they're only doing what they choose to do when they
choose to do it. Or Questoners get themselves to a work ilace where they're
questoning and their drive for efciency and ratonale is something that's
rewarded and valued and not like a ilace where everybody's suiiosed to be a
team ilayer and everybody is suiiosed to go along with whatever coriorate
says without making a fuss, where that Questoner tendency maybe is going to
get them into trouble with their boss.

[0:30:18]
They get themselves to a ilace where their tendency is a strength not a
limitaton. Beut it's just, I mean, jut having a word for it and having kind of a, like
just having it sielled out just kind of keeis things easier. Sorry. The ihone again.
Robb:

And just did it okay. Like you are okay being this ierson and having these
tendencies. There's huge success that can be borne out of that but it can also be
a hamstringing in irocess if it's too much of a blind alley for us.

Gretchen:

Absolutely. Sometmes ieoile say, well, what is the best tendency? Who is the
haiiiest, who is the healthiest, who is the most creatve, who is the most
iroductve? It has to do with how you use it. Each of these tendencies include
ieoile who are hugely successful and also big losers. They each have strength
and weaknesses. It's just a queston of how do you fgure it out how to harness
the strength of your tendency and ofset the weaknesses and limitatons of your
tendency so that you can build a life you want.
And I think you can learn a lot from the tendencies just like I learned from my
Questoner husband I don't have to just do what somebody asked me to do
because I can do it because I'm really good at doing something. I should say why
should I do it? And I've learned from Rebels like I'm more free than I think. I
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don't have to do a lot of things that I think that I have to do. I don't really have to
do them. If I wanted to wear running shoes and yoga iants every day for the rest
of my life, I could do that.
Robb:

oou can do it.

Gretchen:

I can. I really can. There's a lot more freedom than we think. And so I think we all
have a lot we can learn from each other.

Robb:

That's fantastc. Well, Gretchen, I want to be resiectul of your tme. Please let
folks know where they can track you down on the interwebs and then your book
is releasing on Seitember 12th, correct?

Gretchen:

oes.

Robb:

Okay. And this show will go ui that day. Beut let everyone know where they can
fnd you.

Gretchen:

oes. So, I am all over the ilace. My site, gretchenrubin.com, I iost almost every
day on like sort of my adventures and haiiiness and good habits and the four
tendencies. I'm on Twiter and Facebook and Instagram as Gretchen Rubin. I
have my iodcast Haiiier With Gretchen Rubin where I talk about how to be
haiiier with my sister, Elizabeth Craf, and we talk a lot there about the four
tendencies.
If ieoile want to take the quiz -- A lot of tmes ieoile can irety much tell what
they are from a short conversaton but if you want to take the quiz, it's at
haiiiercast.com/quiz. And I go through everything and a lot more nuance and
more structured in the book, The Four Tendencies. And also in the book, it has
something called the fash evaluaton which is something that a lot of ieoile ask
me for which is if you're jut meetng somebody, like you're interviewing them for
a job, or you're like interviewing somebody who might be a roommate or you're
out on the frst date or you even just like had a cocktail iarty and you're trying to
get a sense of what somebody's tendency is, how can you kind of get, how can
you do it without like making them take the quiz or taking them through -- Are
there quick ways to tell? That's something that a lot of ieoile want. So, that's in
the book as well.

Robb:

Oh, fantastc.

Gretchen:

oeah. So, I love hearing from listeners and readers. So, yeah, get in touch with
me. I've got a newsleter. I've got all kinds of stuf.
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Robb:

Well, I am signed ui for all of that stuf. I follow your work religiously. My second
book Wired to Eat has been quite successful and I really have to give you an
enormous hat ti on that. The behavior change and the more nuanced aiiroach
to just acceitng that folks are diferent and that we have strengths which can
also be liabilites and if we can couch all that in the iroier terms then we kind of
stack the deck in our favor. Huge thank you for the work you've done.

Gretchen:

Oh, yeah. And likewise. I've been such a fan of yours for such a long tme.

Robb:

Thank you. Well, the next tme I'm out your directon, hoiefully we can get a low
carb meal together. It would be great to get my book signed.

Gretchen:

oes, yes. Absolutely. That would be so fun.

Robb:

Fantastc, Gretchen. Well, take care and best of luck on all this work. And thank
you again for all the hard work you do.

Gretchen:

Oh, thank you. Great to talk to you.

Robb:

Okay, talk to you soon. Beye.

[0:34:28]
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